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Chapter 1417  

“Amadi, I’m sorry I got you in trouble. Let’s fight!”  

After David finished speaking, he activated the Eternal Golden Body again!  

Although Amadi did not understand what David meant, he could not be cowardly 
anymore after he saw that ready David was to fight  

He was from a high–level civilization, so how could he lose to David, a person from a 
low–level civilization?  

At the same time, Amadi would show David the power of Star Mansion’s skills.  

The two activated their Eternal Golden Bodies one after the other and got ready to 
fight.  

At this time, someone from among the dozens of giant golden beasts shouted.  

“Go!”  

Immediately, all the giant golden beasts rushed toward David and Amadi at full speed.  

At the same time, they were also preparing their most powerful moves.  

They had to seriously injure or even kill David and Amadi immediately.  

This was the best chance of preventing their counterattack.  

Nearly thirty Eternal Realm Ruler Rankers attacked at the same time.  

How spectacular was the scene?  

The hearts of Celia and the other women watching leaped into their throats.  

They were afraid that in the next moment, David would no longer be alive.  

Such a magnificent scene was rare even in the high–level civilization where Amadi’s 
hometown was  

located.  

More than 80% of the top powerhouses in this level 5 civilization were here.  



David and Amadi were terrified.  

However, they did not stop what they were doing.  

‘Evil–Splitting Sword Technique!‘  

‘Star Banishing Punch!‘  

The two yelled in their hearts at the same time.  

However, when the unequal bodies were about to clash with each other, a voice could 
be heard.  

“Get lost!”  

It was like a stone thrown into a calm lake.  

A layer of ripples spread out with the enormous tortoise as the center.  

When all the Ruler Ranked galaxy beasts charging forward heard this voice, they felt a 
burst of pressure in their ears. Then, their heads started to spin.  

Then, their bodies were hit by a huge force. Severe pain swept over their bodies and 
they flew backward uncontrollably.  

The strength of this force exceeded their imaginations.  

In the process of retreating, they could not even maintain their Eternal Golden Bodies 
so they dissipated  

into the void.  

Just for a split second, dozens of Ruler Ranked galaxy beasts who besieged David and 
Amadi and their Eternal Golden Bodies were all destroyed, revealing their original 
bodies.  

Their original bodies were exactly the same as their Eternal Golden Bodies.  

Although their bodies were larger than humans, they were nothing compared to the 
Eternal Golden Body.  

These galaxy beasts who had returned to their original bodies managed to stabilize 
themselves with difficulty.  

As they endured the severe pain in their bodies, they looked at the enormous tortoise in 
the distance with fear in their eyes.  



The sound just now came from the building on the enormous turtle’s back.  

The power of the owner of the voice was not something they could compete with at all.  

The two sides were not at the same level at all.  

David and Amadi let out sighs of relief when they heard Celeste’s voice.  

If they had to fight these beasts, they would surely die.  

‘Luckily, Celeste showed some of her strength at this critical moment. If not, we would 
have died here today.’  

David thought on the inside.  

He knew Celeste would not watch them die.  

Amadi was not surprised by the result because he knew how strong Celeste was.  

Even if those were Immortal Rankers, the result would still be the same and nothing 
would change, let alone a group of Ruler Rankers.  
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This was Celeste.  

The head of the last seven high priestesses in the Iridescent Sect.  

A peerless Eternal Realm Sovereign Ranker.  

The two retracted their Eternal Golden Bodies at the same time.  

David looked at the galaxy beasts who had returned to their original forms in the 
distance, and he was still shocked.  

It did not surprise him at all that Celeste was able to beat these guys.  

However, wasn’t it a little extreme that just one sentence could destroy the Eternal 
Golden Bodies of nearly 30 Ruler Rank galaxy beasts and seriously injure them?  

‘She’s incomprehensibly powerful!’  



David decided that as soon as he arrived at Star Kingdom, he should immediately find a 
way to spend money to obtain lavish points so he could improve his strength as soon as 
possible.  

He wanted to reach Celeste’s level as soon as possible, and maybe even beyond that.  

David did not want to experience this feeling of powerlessness in the face of a strong 
enemy anymore.  

It went without saying that Celia and the others were dumbfounded after they saw this.  

Their brains still could not comprehend what was going on.  

Only Lorraine had a strange look in her eyes.  

‘My master is so strong.  

‘It seems that I have followed the right person.‘  

Lorraine remembered Celeste telling her that she was only a semi–finished product and 
hoped to develop herself into a finished product.  

If a semi–finished product was so powerful, how strong would the finished product be?  

At this moment, Lorraine was full of hope for her upcoming life.  

She had to work hard to be the finished product Celeste mentioned.  

She had to surpass her master and become better than her.  

When she returned again, she would definitely shock everyone.  

“M–May I know w–who’s there? I–I’m sorry for offending you, p–please be merciful and 
spare us,” one of the galaxy beasts asked with a shaky voice.  

His voice also brought other galaxy beasts back to reality.  

They were all quietly and patiently listening for the person’s answer.  

They all understood in their hearts that with the terrifying strength that the opponent had 
just shown, it would be simple for them to destroy the entire Beast Galaxy.  

This was not a powerhouse from a mid–level civilization.  

Someone so strong would not even come from the only level 6 civilization in this 
galaxy.  



Only a high–level civilization would have someone like this..  

On the surface, the difference between mid–level civilization and high–level civilization 
was just one word, but in reality, they were miles apart.  

The gap between the two was like the difference between Universe Realm and Eternal 
Realm.  

No matter how many Universe Realm powerhouses fought with Eternals, they were still 
like ants to the latter.  

This was not a gap that could be filled by quantity.  

‘However, why would a high–level civilization powerhouse appear here?  

‘Could it be…‘  

“I am the Universe Enforcer responsible for patrolling this area.”  

Celeste’s voice shook the hearts of galaxy beasts.  

Sure enough, it was a Universe Enforcer.  

Only a legendary Universe Enforcer could possess such strength.  

“Greetings, Universe enforcer!”  

All the galaxy beasts got down, knelt in the direction of the enormous tortoise, and 
shouted loudly. “You ants–like animals, what should I do to you now that you’ve 
offended me?” Celeste said coldly. When they heard Celeste calling them animals, 
these galaxy beasts did not feel the slightest bit of dissatisfaction in their hearts.  

They merely wanted to appease the anger of the Universe Enforcer.  

Otherwise, today would be their last day alive.  

“Universe Enforcer, calm down! Universe Enforcer, calm down! We didn’t know you 
were here and accidentally offended you. Please be magnanimous and give us a 
chance to survive. We will definitely do our best to repay your kindness.”  

“My lord, please be magnanimous and give us a chance to survive…”  

The terrified galaxy beasts kowtowed and begged for mercy.  
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Chapter 1419  

The galaxy beasts begged for mercy, but Celeste was not going to go easy on them.  

She was in a horrible mood right now.  

She was forced to use her strength to help David and Amadi escape.  

The desire in her body had already found a gap and was escaping.  

Even if Celeste immediately held back with all her strength, it was still useless.  

Once a gap has been formed, it could no longer be closed.  

Originally, Celeste thought that with her strength, she could hold on until they returned 
to the Iridescent Sect.  

She did not expect such an accident to happen.  

She already had a hunch.  

Soon, she would not be able to hold on anymore.  

All of this was caused by the little b*stard David.  

He had to take responsibility for this.  

Celeste, who had nowhere to vent her anger, could only vent on these galaxy beasts.  

“Hmph! You bunch of ants think that I will spare you if you kowtow to apologize to me? 
You are so naive!”  

“Universe Enforcer, what we should do so that you’ll let us go. No matter what you ask, 
as long as you say it, we will definitely do it.”  

“Yes, Universe Enforcer, just state your request. Even if we risk our lives, we will help 
you complete it. We only hope that you will give us a chance to redeem ourselves.”  

The galaxy beasts kneeling in the void spoke one after another.  

They could tell that the Universe Enforcer did not want to kill them.  

It would be easy for her to kill all of them relying on the strength that she had just 
shown, but why was she wasting time spouting so much nonsense?  



Since there was a chance of survival, who would not want seize it? Who would want to 
die?  

As for the Soulbound Weapons, the Galaxy Beasts were no longer even thinking about 
them.  

No matter how good the treasure was, they still needed to be alive to enjoy it.  

Now, these galaxy beasts just wanted to stay alive.  

Celeste’s voice just now scared these guys out of their wits.  

Facing such a powerful Universe Enforcer, they did not even dare to try to escape.  

In fact, if they ran away now, Celeste could not do anything to them.  

Because of what she did just now, she could not suppress herself as well as before.  

Although she could temporarily restrain herself now, she could not attack anymore.  

Otherwise, the desire in her body was likely to burst out immediately.  

Therefore, Celeste had to now suppress herself with everything she had. She did not 
dare to be distracted.  

Even if all these galaxy beasts escaped, she would not even pay attention to them.  

Unless there was a life–and–death crisis, Celeste would never make another move.  

“David and Amadi are my representatives. All you have to do is to satisfy the two of 
them, otherwise… I will let you know the fate awaiting you for offending a Universe 
Enforcer.”  

Celeste had just finished speaking and all the galaxy beasts rushed to reply, “Please 
don’t worry, Universe Enforcer! We will definitely satisfy Master Amadi and Master 
David. No matter what demands they make, we will not say no as long as it’s within our 
power.”  

Celeste ignored the galaxy beasts who were scared witless.  

She added, “David, Amadi, I’ll leave the rest to you. Take care of whatever you need to 
as soon as  

possible. You can just bring up anything you need. If these guys don’t satisfy you, I will 
let them know that there are people in this world they can’t offend.”  



“I got it, Celeste.”  

“Yes, Celeste.”  

David and Amadi said at the same time.  

Celeste did not say anything.  

The crisis had been taken care of, and she was not in the mood to care about these 
trivial matters.  

She needed to concentrate all of her power to suppress herself a little longer.  

Today’s Bonus Offer . 
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It was impossible to hold on until they went back to the Iridescent Sect.  

She could only delay it for as long as possible.  

It might not be long before she needed to ask David for help.  

When she thought of the fact that she would need to ask David to do that in the fantasy, 
a blush appeared on Celeste’s face. At the same time, her body began to feel slightly 
hot and exuded a breathtaking fragrance.  

Coupled with the stimulation of her own alluring body, her originally mature and 
charming body was even now more coquettish. Her allure was soaring, stimulating the 
male hormones.  

If a normal man saw Celeste’s current appearance, he would definitely not be 
able to stop himself from pouncing on her. Even if there was an abyss ahead, he still 
would not hesitate at all.  

This was her alluring body, a very special physique in the universe.  

Women with this physique were very rare.  

Every one of them was a catastrophe.  

Celeste was one, and so was Lorraine.  



It was just that Lorraine was still young and her strength was low, so she could not fully 
display her alluring body.  

As she age increased, so would her strength.  

Gradually, she would become another Celeste in the future.  

There was even a great possibility that she would surpass Celeste.  

Because Celeste was experienced, she would make a training plan that was most 
suitable for Lorraine so that she could maximize the uniqueness of her alluring body.  

“Little b*stard, you caused this. I will destroy you if you dare to reject me.”  

Celeste closed her eyes after cursing and devoted herself to suppressing her desires.  

David stood on the back of the enormous tortoise. Although he was calm on the 
surface, he was a little worried in his heart.  

He knew Celeste had no choice, and that was why she took the risk.  

He wondered how the other party was doing now.  

If she could not suppress the desire in her body like she said and it erupted, it would be 
troublesome.  

Once Celeste lost her mind, with her terrifying strength, not only they would suffer, but 
the entire Beast Galaxy and even the surrounding galaxies would suffer.  

This was definitely more serious than the consequences of the war between the 
galaxies. It would be significantly more devastating as well.  

“What requests do you have? Please tell us, we will definitely fulfill it with everything we 
have.”  

“Yes, yes! If you have any requests, just tell us. We will satisfy you even if we are 
smashed to pieces in the process.”  

David did not care about this because he was worried about Celeste.  

Amadi sneered and did not speak.  

However, his gaze sent a chill down the galaxy beasts‘ backs.  

Right now, the most terrified ones were Lucius and Serpentine from the Nine–Headed 
Serpent Clan.  



There was an irreconcilable conflict between them and David.  

They wanted to use the Beast Galaxy’s power to kill David  

However, David transformed into the representative for a Universe Enforcer.  

What should they do?  

Lucius sensed that David had come with bad intentions earlier on.  

Now, they understood that he had a Universe Enforcer backing him.  

No wonder the two were not scared of facing the power of the entire Beast Galaxy.  

Their backing was indeed terrifyingly powerful.  

Lucius and Serpentine were in a dilemma now.  

They hoped David could be magnanimous and spare their lives.  

At the same time, they were also preparing to flee at any time.  

Even though the possibility of success was tiny, it would be better than staying here and 
waiting for death, right?  

 


